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The Porning of Society
Are we living in pornoland and a sex obessed culture?

and has embarked on an antipornography campaign. There
experience found some
individuals get addicted gradually, but
for others it is similiar to the rapid
cocaine addiction. Increasing numbers
of “normal” people become addicts and
are susceptible to various kinds of
deviant sexual behavior, and in extreme
cases become criminals or rapists.”
They found that pornography is
rampant in their society and everyone
is exposed to it by the tabloids or the
Internet.
New York's, Son of Sam mass murder,
David Berkowitz stated, “there was
part of me that could not stay away
from evil.”
He remarked that his twisted behavior
had its beginnings in the porno world
when he was lonely and depressed.
Bill Margold a veteran porn star now
counsels young people and warns them
Our daily news is peppered with stories that, “the appetite for pornography
seems to be insatiable.”
of adultery and various forms of
fornication that has become a way of
Defenders of pornography argue it is
life. We are no longer revolted or
not harmful and should not be
surprised by the sexual dysfunction in
regulated or banned, but 87% of child
our society.
molesters admitted to modeling explicit
The government of Uganda has
witnessed a dramatic rise in rape cases pornography.

“Don't turn up your nose,” said Jack

Kyser, chief economist of the Los
Angeles Economic Development Corp,
“this is creating jobs for people, a
revenue stream, and though you may
not personally approve, there's a huge
market out there.” There are an
estimated 11,000 hard-core porn
movies produced each year in the USA.
It is a $12 billion industry with 200
companies in the San Fernando Valley
that employ 6,000 people. This
industry can also produce some
unsavory and seedy characters. One
extreme and repulsive example is serial
killer Ted Bundy who commented on
his way to the execution chamber, “you
are going to kill me and that will
protect society from me. But, out there
are many more people addicted to
pornography and you are doing
nothing about that.”

Hollywood Brat Girls
Paris Hilton & Britney Spears
The media circus around these two misguided stars
presents a negative role model experience for our youth.
Paris was charged with DUI and spent time in the
slammer as her life spun out of control. Britney lost her
children and seemed to be losing touch with her reality.

Divorce - High Cost

CEO's wife wants $53,000
per week! Marie DouglasDavid told the court she needs
this amount to meet her
expenses. Her weekly costs
include $700 for limousine
services, $4,500 for clothes,
$1,000 for hair and skin
treatment, $1,500 for
restaurants and entertainment
and $8,000 for travel and
significant monies to maintain
a Park Avenue apartment and
three residences in Sweden.
The couple accuse each other
of having extramarital affairs
for the collapse of their
marriage. Jerome Price, a
family therapist in Michigan
remarked that most people
marry in a haze of love,
passion and sexual desire,
but that fades in the real
world.

Pornograpy is fake and needs to be viewed like a
cartoon says, porn advocate Nina Hartley!
If that is true, why is there a 350,000 sex crimes
recorded each year.

Pope John Paul
This engaging and popular Pope
completed 129 short writings between
1979 to 1984 and reviewed 1,043
Scriptures on human sexuality. It is a
great mystery but sexuality was perfect
before the “fall of man” and original sin.
Sexual sin has twisted and distorted the
gift of our bodies for each other. Our
society needs sexual redemption to
confront the misuse of human sexuality.
We have a craving for love and attempt
to find it in relationships that maybe
outside the boundaries of God.
Lust Takes and Love Gives

The media takes advantage of their every mistake and
misadventure. Our youth want to dress, act and look like
these two celebrities, and it is a difficult battle for parents.
Television and media do not celebrate the Brady Bunch
image and the Hollywood icons have a powerful influence
on our kids.
Dr. Amy Beth Taublieb, a clinical psychologists in Buffalo
explained that pre-teens and teens adopt the characteristics that they lack. In choosing a supermodel to emulate,
they may develop an unrealistic or harmful behavior.
Bettie B. Youngs, Ph.D., author of the “Taste for Teens”
series states that teens must not chase certain idealistic
and superficial idols.
Hollywood morals and ethics have a huge impact on our
youth and their culture. Although these two young ladies
have been quite successful, other parts of their lives have
been a disaster. How does their sexual exploits contribute
to their own demise and that of many young people?
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“Two years ago, I had everything,

“Man Who Killed Mounties, Wicked Devil.”

says Michael Blagg, I had a great
job, wonderful family, incredible
wife and daughter. Everything was
going perfect.” He was convicted
of the murder of his his wife (34),
Jennifer and his six year old
daughter, Abby. She has never been
found.

In March of 2005 the worst police killings in
Canada's history shocked the nation.

Did Porn Help Kill This Marriage and Jennifer and Abby?
“They were kind of a poster-child sort of family,” recalls
Rev. Art Blankenship, who got to know the Blaggs
through their small, evangelical church. “They just looked
like the ideal couple. They were friendly, open, and people
seemed to like them alot.”
Both Michael and Jennifer were enthusiastic born again
Christians and organized prayer for the congregation. He
was a former Gulf War vet, decorated helicopter pilot.His
mother viewed their relationship as the, “fairy-tale couple.”
The murder of his wife and the disappearance of their
child still haunts the community of Grand Junction, Colo.
The police immediately noticed the unusal reaction of
the husband during the first interview. He did not respond
like a man who had his family disappear. Their suspicion
grew in the days and months that followed as the evidence
pointed to only one suspect, Michael Blagg.
The police learned that the accused had a serious porn
addiction and was acting out sexual fantasy with his wife.
She must have rebuffed his advances and was seeking
divorce proceedings. He was also visiting escort services
during their marriage. On the night of Jennifer's
disappearance, he had been looking at hardcore internet
pornography.
How did a previously responsible, loving husband, and
father stray to pornography and deviate to the hideous
crimes of killing his wife and daughter?
Internet porngraphy is increasingly being cited as one of the
causes for our high divorce rate. (Edwin Feuler, The Naked
Truth) Dr. Victor Cline a clinical psychologist with the University
of Utah and author of “Pornography's Effects on Adults and
Children” found porn is a major to minor contributor to
sexual addictions. Social scientist Dr. W. Marshall discovered
that almost half of rapists used pornography prior to their
sexual offences. Other studies reveal that rapists and child
molesters used porn immediately before or during the
commission of their offences.
10th Anniversary of the 13 Victims
at Columbine High School from
April 20th, 1999.

Dylan Klebold & Eric Harris
Cold Bloody Murderers

The Columbine High School murderers were regular viewers
of violent and porngraphic videos, they were also “soaked”
in gory video games that tailored their twisted imaginations.

I recall an Assistant
Commissioner of the RCMP
telling me regarding my search for
the reasons for crime, that they would be quite interested in learning
any new information which would explain the very complex problems
of crime. I have since told her, that I found during my analysis a key
“missing link” and they won't like it. Social science will rebuff it and
people without faith may consider it nonsense. That is OK because
if someone rejects the truth, it doesn't change the fact that it is still
the truth. I know it is very difficult to accept unconventional sources.
The human mind searches the logic and reason, but the spirit and
heart rely on non-empircal data. We can't see the wind, but we can
sense and feel it .We are more than our minds and bodies, we also
consist of a soul and spirit. I had cast aside those invisible elements
for many years, but I am fully and firmly convinced that we will never
understand human behavior without considering the impact of the
spiritual void in our lives.
We are born in this world physically alive, but spiritually dead. Many
cannot believe that there is evil in people or in our society, but this
fact is absolutely true. Our four members were murdered by an
individual devoid of any Godly regard for his fellow man. Evil is very
real and plagues our existence in this world. Every major religion
professes and believes that evil is part of life on earth. This is the
“missing link” in all our noble efforts to understand crime.
Mystery of Lawlessness
The crime rate is going down in Canada
but the social lawlessness is going up. We
all recognize there is something wrong in
our society, but we just can't grasp the
source for our unease. Put aside
your doubt and skepticism for a few
moments and pretend the Bible contains
Billy Graham preached
the answers and solutions to our complex
a message of hope and
problems. The Bible does not sugar coat
I finally understand!
the reality of evil or sin and offers a solution.
Humanity's problems are too difficult for a human solution and no
matter how much money we spend to fix the troubles or what new and
helpful studies reveal, the root problem is found in the human heart.
The Bible is very clear that man's heart leans towards sin, just remove
our police from society and watch our communities collapse. Believe it
or not, God tells us in the Bible that He is, “restraining” the full impact
of evil on the earth. (2 Thessalonians 2:3) The Bible also teaches that
there is an evil influence on humans and that purpose is to corrupt
and destroy humanity. Two of human beings great weaknesses are
money (greed) and sex (lust) and these two conditions are ruining
many lives. Whether its porn or crime, there is a better, but rejected
solution to deviance and criminality. Life is hard and full of challenges.
Many of us struggle through this life without the spiritual power or
Godly wisdom to impact our world or transform our personal life. If
you want to find a new purpose and discover a new hope, visit
www.gerryleet.com.

In the USA there are 600,000 sex
offenders and 100,000 of them cannot
be located.
“National Bureau of Sex Offender Registry”

